Baby Shower Mad Libs

By: ..........................  on .......................... 

As ________________’s due date approached, she could feel herself becoming more and more _________________. There was so much that still had to be done! The best part of preparing for the new baby was decorating the _________________. She could picture it perfectly: Colorful ________________ hanging from the ceiling, a ________________ set up in the corner, and of course, plenty of _________________. She knew just how important it was to stock up on those!

One day, right after she returned from the ________________ where she was buying more ________________, she felt a sudden pain near her _________________. It must be time! She immediately contacted ________________, then sat down to wait for a ride to _________________. To calm her nerves while she waited, she indulged herself in a bit of _________________.

Soon, ________________ arrived and they were off! So excited were they to get there quickly that he stuck his ________________ out of the car window and waved it the entire way! The effort worked - surprised drivers got out of their way and the two arrived at ________________ in record time.

Upon arrival, she was so ready to deliver that she couldn’t even ________________ - her contractions were that strong already! To make her feel better, ________________ spent a few minutes ________________ but the distraction wasn’t enough. After _____ minutes of waiting, she was whisked away to ________________ and prepared for delivery.

The ________________ arrived in the nick of time - whenever she ________________, you could practically see the baby’s ________________! Already ______ centimeters dilated, the ________________ suggested that she try ________________ a few times. Thankfully, she was able to focus enough to successfully ________________ and soon you could see little ________________ peeking out! After only _____ more pushes, the baby was born.

A chorus of loud ________________ was heard throughout the maternity ward. Little ________________ was perfect! He/she weighed _____ pounds and _____ounces, and measured ____ inches long. What’s more, the little one even had ____ ________________! The baby was checked and gently wrapped in a _________________, then given to the beaming mommy to admire.
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